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1. Introduction: 

The manual documents about all the necessary tools and the technologies required to 

implement the research model. The manual is further divided into various sections. Section 2 

mentions about the environment setup required, Section 3 mentions about the tools and 

software’s used, Section 4 mentions about implementing the project. 

2. Environmental Setup: 

Below mentioned configuration was used to implement the model. 

 Processor: Intel i3 

 Memory: 12GB RAM 

 Programming language: Python3 

 Python Environment: Jupyter Notebook, Anaconda Navigator 

3. Tools and Software used: 

Below mentioned software were used to implement the model. 
 For programming Language, we have used Sublime text. 
 Below are the steps to install it. 
 Go to google and type “download Sublime text”. 
 Select the first link and the below page appears as shown in the below figure. 
 
 

 
Fig 1. Downloading Anaconda Prompt 
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 For dataset processing and performing operations on it, we have used open source project 

application called sublime text. It uses sublime kernel for processing and performing 

operations on the datasets. 

 

 Downloading Anaconda 3.0: 

 Go onto google and type “download anaconda 3.0” and download the setup file. 

 Below are the images showing the steps to be followed to install the application. 

 

 
 

Fig 2. Downloading Anaconda 3.0 
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Fig 3. Select default installation. 

 

 
 

Fig 4. Installation completion 
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4. Implementation of the Model 

Step 1: Downloading the dataset from the trusted website in csv format. 

 

 
Fig 3. Downloading the Dataset 

Step 2 :- We have used anaconda navigator, in order to use sublime text. First we need to install 

anaconda navigator. Anaconda Navigator [1] can be installed from the website mentioned in 

the reference. We launch the navigator, and we can see sublime text  

After installation open anaconda and activate the environment. 
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Then open sublime text and go to file and open and select the code from the desired location 

and we can see the code. 

After we see the code on sublime text we need to run the code to see the outcome for which 

we have to go onto anaconda and enter the location after “ cd “location of the code””. 

And the to run the text we need to type the below code as shown 

“           ml_env) C:\Users\mshyd>cd C:\Users\mshyd\Downloads\code                 “ 

To run the trained code type  

ml_env) C:\Users\mshyd>cd C:\Users\mshyd\Downloads\python train.py 

and to open the GUI page  

ml_env) C:\Users\mshyd>cd C:\Users\mshyd\Downloads\python gui.py 


